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owhere does evolution come at
such lightning-like speed as in the
audio visual sector, where change is
happening too quickly for even connoisseurs to fully appreciate. “Huge
changes have occurred in the space of a year, the
most startling being how the do-it-yourself integration of systems has become so prevalent in the mass
market,” says Hal Clark, director, systems design/
engineering for Commercial Electronics.
But as is the case with any sudden change, do-ityourself integration has its problems along with its
benefits. On the plus ledger, virtually any homeowner
can now attempt to make his or her home “smart” by
simply going to Best Buy, hoping the bits and pieces
will work – and hardly feel the impact on their credit
card. On the minus side, despite advances in technology, their money might not necessarily be well spent.
Clark explains, “For one thing, these commoditized
systems rely upon confusing multiple apps and also
haven’t been firewalled against hackers, and they can
access your personal data by coming through something as innocuous as your baby monitor.
“The homeowner may wish to customize, upgrade,
or make additions to their system, or perhaps they
will need other forms of service – and this can wind
up costing plenty, because most experts don’t want to
touch the mass market systems.”
Now that the drawbacks of do-it-yourself are starting to be discussed in media channels, more attention
is being focused on the long-term value of professional
integrators such as those at Commercial Electronics.
“The future of our industry is service, and integrators
such as us can use the latest technology to everyone’s
benefit, one example being the Crestron Pyng controller, which literally saves thousands of dollars that
would otherwise be spent on programming ‘smart’
home components, because it is an intelligent component discovery system,” says Clark.
With the Crestron Pyng OS2, complete customized
automation and control of clients’ lighting, climate,
shades, including audio/video, can be delivered with
incredible speed and in a remarkably user-friendly
manner, since it does not require complex programming at all.
Of course, tech evolution isn’t focused exclusively
on the do-it-yourself crowd or functional devices
such as the Pyng. “Bang & Olufsen’s BeoVision Eclipse
television is considered the definitive television featuring the latest 4K HDR OLED screen and the world’s
best TV sound that matches that company’s high-end
speakers,” says Clark.
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Or, for those seeking the ultimate in home theatre
experience, Sony offers a range of laser projectors
whose illumination hardware is vastly superior to,
and lasts a lot longer than traditional projectors.
“Image quality is vastly improved and the laser elements can last up to seven years,” says Clark. “Plus,
Sony offers a short throw projector [Sony’s VPLVZ1000ES] that projects an image from a distance as
little as 18 inches.”
La Scala Integrated Media lives up to its name by
taking the time to understand how each of its clients will live in their home and interact as a family,
in order to provide the best and most appropriate AV
components, media rooms, and related devices (such
as security and surveillance) to customers.
La Scala has been winning awards for its integration expertise since 2006, when voice commands
were still widely regarded as exotic and only for
rich end-users. Today, Mike Chorney, president of La
Scala Media, says, “Voice recognition went from ninemillion to 17-million users in the U.S. in just three
months, and it’s estimated that it will be in 58 percent of all households within five years. Today, there
are 59-million smart speakers, and best estimates
show a 15 percent increase expected every quarter.
So automation is fundamentally changing the way we
interact with our physical world.”
Chorney adds that automation (which he loosely
defines as having elements of a home such as lighting, temperature and so forth, controlled by a single
panel) is easy to achieve “with technology such as
Alexa Dot interfacing with our cloud-based network.”
However, although the temptation for homeowners to get their integration solutions from big box
retailers is stronger than ever, Chorney stresses the
importance of consulting a professional integrator,
in order to make sure they’re getting the best tech to
suit their needs, that the features are compatible, and
that the installation is done to the highest standards.
In a similar vein, GAV MGMT Inc. was founded
with the intimate understanding that one of the complications of rapidly evolving tech such as low-voltage
LED lighting, security, and energy management solutions is that they require leading professionals to
design, engineer, install, integrate, program, and
commission in order to function at optimum levels. These are exactly the services provided by GAV
MGMT’s team of system designers, technology specialists, and draftsmen.
Unsurprisingly, business for GAV MGMT has
grown substantially, and its consulting has resulted
in many benefits for clients, case in point: it delivered

Bang & Olufsen’s BeoVision Eclipse television.

Crestron Pyng OS2 control system.

a 40 percent savings in energy consumption for the
Ritz-Carlton Montreal, through the carefully-considered use of audio/visual, digital signage and network
infrastructure in addition to programmable/controllable thermostats, motion detection, room occupancy
sensors, and LED-lighting.
Technological evolution also benefits the trades, as
GAV MGMT principal and owner Maurice Gaudio points
out: “The advent a few years ago of Category 6 fibre
optic cable, which is typically for lighting control projects, adds an extra 25 percent to any project, whereas
prior, electricians would merely sell the fixtures.”
ClearLED, the world’s leading transparent LED
and media facade solution provider, is taking advantage of a groundbreaking technological advance via
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its ClearLED Digital Paper, an adhesive transparent
LED screen that is only three-millimetres thick and
yet has 6,000 to 8,000 nits brightness, 100,000 hours
of lifetime, and 60 to 80 percent transparency.
Jin Fan, CEO of ClearLED, says, “Instead of other
LED displays that require aluminum frames, this flexible digital paper is applied directly onto glass, even
curved glass, to create beautiful video displays.”
Currently the technology is being used to augment
the California headquarters of Hewlett Packard
Enterprise, and according to Fan “for that client we’re
layering up to six transparencies to create video walls
about two-metres high for a 3D appearance. This
is the first of what we expect will be many projects
using digital paper, which we think has enormous
potential in the commercial and corporate sectors.”
It could be argued that with so many quantum
advances having been made in the past few years in the
video and audio realms, an equal amount of attention
should be paid to the far less sexy, yet equally important
elements that maximize the video and audio experience.
One of these elements is the control, absorption,
channelling, and enhancement of sound via architectural products such as Fabri-Lok Trak systems,
modular panels, baffles, diffusers, isolators, graphics,
murals, and specialized window treatments: exactly
the products made available by Wallworks Acoustic
Architectural Products Inc.
Given the incredible attributes of the latest sound
systems, acoustic control is more important than
ever, and Wallworks president Lyle Fuller says,
“Fortunately, I think the supportive elements that
bring out the best in AV technology are finally getting
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the respect they deserve from the general public, as
well as from the corporate sector and from commercial architects.”
Wallworks offers complete acoustic solutions for
commercial and industrial applications as well as
for residential, and Fuller continues to see increased
demand for products such as his polycore panels.

“The materials these panels are made from are partially recycled pop bottles, so have an excellent green
factor and are great for different functions such as
uniquely designed decorative wall finishes, custom
ceiling baffles, and even acoustic cladding for interior
partitions,” he says. “It’s interesting that although
they’ve been available for eight or more years now,
only recently have they begun to be better known
and used for acoustic purposes.”
Last but not least, Danielle Macey, workplace
acoustics specialist and partner with Vibra-Sonic
Control, is excited about a new system that will
help her company continue to fulfill its mandate of
effectively addressing a wide variety of noise and
vibration issues. Vibra-Sonic’s large inventory offers
an extensive range of products for noise and vibration reduction, seismic restraint and sound masking.
Macey says, “In the coming months we’ll be supplying and installing the Z Series from manufacturers
AtlasIED as a full turnkey solution in the sound masking realm.” She is referring to a system that not only
supplies high-quality speech privacy, but also delivers
high-quality background music and paging. The Z Series
includes a multitude of features, enabling it to conform
to most design requirements but remaining intuitive
enough for simple operation and quick installation.
Macey concludes, “The beauty of this series is its
adaptability to accommodate direct and indirect field
masking needs, and it allows for enhanced speech
privacy: if someone in a meeting room requires extra
privacy, all they have to do is hit a button and extra
masking will come into play in areas of the room they
don’t want the conversation to be heard.” A
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